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Dedication
For our firstborn brother who was always there in spirit.
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Preface
On July 16, 1779, a battle took place during the Revolutionary
War at Fort Stony Point, New York. Although the British outpost
was fortified with a cannon, there were no stone or wooden
walls constructed, as General George Washington observed
by telescope, from his lookout atop Buckberg Mountain, to the
north. The nighttime attack was executed by an elite corps of
General Washington’s Continental army troops, led by Brigadier
General “Mad” Anthony Wayne, of Pennsylvania.
The daring attack was dispatched at midnight, in cloudy,
windy weather. The undetected patriots descended the craggy
hill carrying unloaded rifles with bayonets in place as their main
weapons, to prevent unintended firing and to insure their element
of surprise. After some regiments waded through up to four feet
of swampy water for a half hour, the flanks silently approached
the fort from divergent sides, penetrating the first line of abates
-- carved, wooden spears, placed as deterrents -- then, together
with the other columns, stormed up the steep hill. The sudden
attack failed to allow the British line time to properly adjust the
angles of the cannon, which for that reason, proved useless in
the battle. The British forces suffered heavy losses, and the fort
was captured.
The taking of the fort was a victory that provided muchneeded morale for the Continentals. Although it was evacuated
shortly after the battle, this key site proved invaluable for later
crossings of the Hudson River, as the Continental army continued
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in its war effort and ultimately prevailed over the British.
General Wayne was later awarded a medal by Congress -one of the very few issued during the war.
Anthony’s Nose is a mountain that juts from the eastern
side of the Hudson, opposite Fort Montgomery, from which
Washington dispatched Wayne’s Light Brigade to begin their
march towards Stony Point, that fateful July fifteenth. Today, its
tip supports the eastern side of the Bear Mountain Bridge.
My sister and I were fortunate to be among those who
grew up on Wayne Avenue, in the 1950s. In those days, our
little town was still quite rural, but not for long. The baby boom
pushed progress, and the forested, rocky hills beyond the village
proper soon became the only marginally developed farmland
and wilderness left relatively undisturbed southeast of Bear
Mountain State Park and its surrounding, protected land.
Those were days of high spirit, innocent patriotism, and a
great sense of personal freedom.

Dreams and Dogs
My affinity for canines has
undeniable, native roots.

O

ne night, a few years after Al and I married, I dreamed
that I was lying inside a small enclosure that was
sheathed in translucent, white fabric billows. Someone
was standing very close by, peering intently in my direction,
when suddenly there was a loud, startling, inscrutable noise
that repeated again and again. I had this dream several times
within a week, each time awaking in a sweaty state of panic
and total disorientation. If the dream had not been repeated, its
visual details would more than likely have escaped from my
memory altogether, as is usually the case. Sometime after the
second startled awakening, I proactively placed a small writing
pad and pen on my nightstand before retiring, just in case it
should recur. Sure enough, during the night, I awoke with a start
and quickly scribbled the details of my dream. Later that day, I
looked through some old photos for a clue from memories, but
found not a spark of inspiration. Eventually I tucked the tablet
away in a drawer and its substance into an increasingly distant
mental file.
Several years later, while visiting my sister, Charlotte, and
her young family in Vermont, it happened again. Awaking with
a fresh mental picture of my recurring dream, I arose from their
old, squeaky guest bed and tiptoed to the kitchen for a drink of
1
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water and some lucid contemplation. Charlotte, an ever-vigilant
mom, apparently heard my predawn footfalls and appeared
directly in the room, indicating with a nod and a glance for me
to join her at the long, dark pine dining table.
Not one to waste syllables, she offered, “What’s up?”
I shared the dream in my usual, wordy way, describing every
visual, auditory, and olfactory detail. I expected her to laugh and
label it a “silly nothing,” but she remained silent with a quizzical
expression.
She rose abruptly from her chair and hastily scuffed off
towards her bedroom. She soon returned with an old, yellowed
scrapbook in hand. After flipping through its pages, she produced
a faded black and white photo. In it she was three years old,
sitting in a wooden armchair I recognized from its customary
side vigil by the dining table. Charlotte wore a dress and sweater,
with a satin bow in her fluffy, chestnut hair. She sat with her arms
around me, an infant in typical white Christening attire: a fancy
satin and lace bonnet and full-length dress with a satin trimmed
jacket. The shot was set in our family’s gravel-crusted driveway
with autumnal, sparsely leafed, young trees in the background.
Then she told me the story that she remembered from that gray,
long ago day.
Apparently during the party following church, I was sleeping
in my baby carriage in the living room, next to a window dressed
with white, ruffled, sheer Priscilla-style curtains. Charlotte
approached the carriage to peek at me when King, the family
Border collie, barked protectively, and bared his teeth repeatedly,
producing the desired effect. A tearful little Charlotte backed
away and ran to tell our parents what had happened; hence, her
clear memory of the traumatic event. As it turned out, this was
my “haunting,” my earliest memory, and our first shared “sister
memory.”
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King was the first in a long line of guardian pooches. He
was a serious herder, complete with nudging and nipping, but he
was also a loyal protector and an attentive watchdog. Sadly, he
passed away when I was about eight years old. We all mourned
his loss for quite some time, especially Dad for whom King was
a constant companion, particularly whenever he was out and
about, working in the yard.
King was succeeded two summers later by a collie mix
female pup from the pound we not so imaginatively named,
Queenie.
Queenie was our childhood shadow and most constant, facelicking, napping-at-our-feet, beloved buddy. She ran incessantly
in giant circles and figure eights whenever Dad cut the grass on
his lawn tractor. She played catch until our arms went limp and
provided a comfy pillow on the living room floor when either of
us watched television or fell asleep, trying. I remember the sight
of her jumping to catch fireflies on hot summer nights which was
my frequent, barefoot pursuit. Judging from her teeth-snaps and
lip-smacks, I believe it’s safe to say that she had more success
than I at the game.
Whenever we enjoyed an ice cream treat, Queenie was the
official clean-up crew. She sat patiently at attention by Dad’s
side, awaiting the signal. After he finished, he’d say, “Okay
beggar, your turn.” Her tail would immediately begin to thump
and swipe the floor in anticipation, but she would always wait
patiently for him to lower the bowl to sample her drooling
tongue’s delight. Of course we all followed suit, offering meager
remnants, in turn. It was just about the only occasion when she
was officially allowed to sample human food of any kind.
I admit, however, that I broke the rule on occasion with a bite
of wild apple or a tossed wild blackberry. And I seem to recall the
sight of Dad tossing a bit of hotdog her way a time or two. And
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when her ears twitched upward in alertness, I swear she smiled,
eyes and all, which always evoked behind-the-ear scratches, a
hug, and the sincere praise-phrase, “Good Girl!” She had polite
table-side manners which were always abundantly rewarded.
During the winter months, after a snowfall, we often spent
whole days sledding in our back yard slope or on our neighbor’s
giant hillside. Queenie invariably accompanied us, racing
alongside our sleds to the bottom of the hill before trudging
all the way back to the top. She barked and leapt over piled
up snowbanks along the paths we had stomped. Once, in her
excitement, she pounced on an ice-crested surface that cut her
paw pad, but continued playing until we noticed the bloodstains
in the snow. My cousin June, a nursing student at the time and
thirteen years my senior, placed her in the saucer-sled with me
and said, “Hold her tight so she doesn’t jump out.” She then
removed the guide rope from her sled, tied it to the hand strap of
mine, and dragged us both home to inspect the wound. Luckily
the cold snow had slowed the bleeding, and no stitches were
ultimately needed. June adeptly cleaned and dressed the foot and
it healed well in a few days. The bandages, however, as you
might guess, didn’t survive the first night. They were apparently
nibbled away during the night and found nudged into a small
pile against the kitchen trash can the next morning.
It was a duly noted, subtle commentary on the bandage’s
utility.
Our house contained an extended family that included my
maternal grandparents, an aunt, and a cousin as well as our
nuclear family. The estate had originally been a six-acre family
farm where Granny had been raised in the 1890s. She was an
only child, and when she married, she and Grampop stayed on
with her parents, as often was the custom. When my parents
married in the 1930s, times were changing and some local young
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couples broke from tradition, but my parents chose to stay on at
the family home to help Granny care for the place. Many years
before, Grampop had an on-the-job accident, resulting in his
subsequent disability.
Living as an extended family was a good choice for all of
us. The family became very close and the adults had a wellorganized interactive system of cooperation, both socially and
financially. Charlotte, June, and I all grew up surrounded with
loving care from every direction, as did our pets.
Granny was partial to the cats, and especially after she
retired at the age of seventy-six, she was often seen with one in
her lap, either the silky gray, Russian Puff, her son, the whitenecked Bosco, or the tux and tails Maestro who was her all-time
favorite.
Grampop took a cane-assisted constitutional each day, and
every time he set out down that long, country driveway, Queenie
pranced attentively alongside him, but only so far as the main
road. Grampop would say, “Stay now. I’ll be back.” Queenie sat
and stayed under the gnarly old hickory tree by the mailbox until
he returned from the neighbors’ house, sometimes an hour later,
even in the rain.
If I was tempted to distract her while she waited, Mom
warned, “Leave her be. She’s on duty.”
Then, when Grampop turned into the drive, he’d say,
“Come,” and she would accompany him back to the house for
an affectionate pat on the head and the awaited, “Good girl.”
Before we all knew it, Charlotte and I grew up and went
our separate ways. She graduated college with honors, took a
teaching position at our local middle school, married Bill -- Al’s
Army buddy -- and migrated to his home in the Green Mountains.
I fled college in the middle of my junior year to marry my Al.
Since he worked at a bank in New York City, we found a nice
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first-floor apartment in Queens and set up housekeeping. After
enduring a nasty apartment break-in, however, and the theft of
all of our valuables, we relocated to the suburbs, closer to my
family’s ancestral home, the following summer. We moved into
an upstairs apartment in an old house on the corner of Hempstead
and Orchard Streets and looked happily forward to the quiet
serenity of our new place with a lawn.
Our son, Alfredo, was born while we lived there and at the
age of two was granted the wish of adopting his first pet, a sixweek-old golden retriever mix puppy from the ASPCA. She
was the pudgy pick of the litter and came right over and eagerly
licked Alfredo’s nose right through the side of the playpen. It
was love at first slobber! He named her Charly.
Since Al was an avid soccer player practically from birth,
Fredo and a few years later, his sister, Angela, were dribblers,
as well. In every practice session, Charly was there, trying to
steal the ball and running alongside the player with possession,
eagerly chasing every pass. In the evenings as they all rested
on the carpet watching their favorite TV shows, it always took
me fondly back to memories of our time with Queenie. It was a
good feeling to be able to recreate that scenario for our children
by adopting a rescue dog; one of many family traditions that I
am proud and happy to have passed to our next generation.
By this time, Cousin June had been married for several years
and lived an hour away. Our grandparents had both passed on,
four years apart, each at the age of eighty-seven. Mom, Dad,
and Auntie Pearl were all alone in the big old place with only
the aging Sam -- the adopted stray longhair cat, the antisocial
woodsman hunter that could not be trusted in the house -- as a
poor excuse for a pet.
Although Dad remained busy as a recent retiree, he was a little
lonely as he went about his chores. Al and I went to the shelter
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and met a beautiful four-year-old male golden retriever that
had been picked up as a stray. He was healthy and immediately
friendly and we inquired about him at once. He had only just
been brought in and was still being tested and examined. There
was a five-day waiting period imposed until he was freed for
adoption, but we anxiously endured and were at last able to
bring him home and present him to Dad for his birthday.
It was reciprocal, unconditional love at first sight. He was
named Bucky and was a faithful and constant companion for the
rest of Dad’s life. Bucky and Charly were eager playmates, so
we took her along whenever we visited, at least twice each week.
Their relationship was especially beneficial to Bucky a few years
later after a taxing heartworm treatment, when his energy was
very low and his motivation ebbed. Charly ran circles around
him, barked briskly, and never failed to rouse him to his feet and
encouraged him to join the chase around the field.
Charly had a happy and healthy life until just after her
fifteenth birthday when she was paralyzed by a stroke and, on the
advice of her veterinarian, and with humanitarian, but reluctant
agreement, gently euthanized. After Dad passed away, Bucky
needed more care than Mom could give with her own health
declining, so Bucky finished his years in Charlotte’s fields, in
Vermont. Following two years of mourning all our losses, I took
our youngest child, Rebecca, now five years old, to the ASPCA
to shop for a new best friend.
It was a drab, rainy day. In general, that day’s weather seemed
to typify our ongoing mood. So it was not surprising as we strode
alongside all the kennels where energetic barking and eagerly
sniffing noses poked through the fences that, at Becca’s lead, we
continued viewing from a distance and bypassing, briskly. At the
far end of the row of enclosures, she stopped. All curled up in
the remotest corner was a quiet, four-month-old puppy, all shaggy
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and white with a black nose, lying curled in a circle. Becca slowly
approached the fence, knelt down, and spoke softly, urging him
to respond. His ears twitched a little as he hesitantly rose and
walked towards her. His drooping tail began to wag slowly as
she continued speaking gently. The nose finally came through the
fence, and she gazed into his sad little eyes.
She turned to me and said, “Do you think they’d let us
take him for a walk?” We walked in the misty autumn drizzle
with this sad little labradoodle pup, stopping frequently along
the graveled path to pat his head and whisper assurances. By
the time we had circled the parking lot, his step had lightened
somewhat and he and Becca were making lots of eye contact. As
she handed the leash back to the attendant, Becca said with utter
conviction, “He’s the one.”
So we filled out the paperwork and went home to wait. On
another drizzly day, a week or so later, we got the call to come
and bring him home. He was shy and quiet. Becca walked him
around the slippery, wet grass a few laps to leave his “mark,”
then took him into the house. He was unfortunately greeted by
our then senior citizen cat, Johann, who hissed, “Back off!” It
took a few days for him to warm-up to Johann, but they gradually
adapted and agreed to coexist peaceably in their shared space.
After much discussion, he was named Jeepers due to his heartpiercing peepers. But the name proved to be the harbinger of
his great evolution from sad pup to exuberant yearling. Jeepers
became a wonderful addition to the family and Becca’s dear,
adoring friend all through her school years. For that matter, he
face-licked his way into all of our hearts, with the exception of
Fredo, in whose room Jeepers once pooped in protest to having
been left enclosed all day in said bedroom. Out of finders’
loyalty, Charly will always own Fredo’s top-billing.
Even so, Jeepers remains eternally and fondly missed by us
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all. An adult Rebecca bravely accompanied Jeepers to the vets’
that last, difficult day so that he might join Charly, Bucky, and
Maestro in their eternal chase. Rebecca has told me that since he
passed, she’s recently had a pleasant dream about Jeepers during
a nap. She believes that the dream was prompted by the quilt
she chose to cuddle, as it was the one she used to carry Jeepers
to the vet’s office that final day. She still listens for him in the
house, especially when she first awakens, and swears that she
sometimes hears his gentle, clicking claw sounds on the stairs.
Now that our kids have all grown up, Al and I have only one
pet in the house, Skeeter, the calico cat. She is fifteen now and
in her old age is finally warming up to humankind, allowing
an occasional pat without skittering away from our not-furryenough grasp. You see, having been prematurely orphaned, she
was adopted by an unlikely parent -- you guessed it -- Jeepers.
They were best chums. They slept curled together on a shared,
giant cushion in front of the faux fireplace. Their bowls stood
side-by-side in the kitchen corner. When she was small, his giant
bologna-like tongue fondly bathed her with such insistence that
it flipped her over. In his old age, she lay to his side as he slept
and gently bathed his silky tail fur with tireless, sticky tongue
strokes until the job was done. To this day, I look at her and
cannot help remembering Jeepers. He was a patient parent proxy
and a dear soul.
Al and I agree that we are not quite through mourning
Jeepers. Out of respect for his memory and for Skeeter’s sake,
we’ll see her through her upcoming seasons as an only pet. She
has slowed considerably of late, but is in good health and humor.
And even though she is a scaredy-cat, we do adore her, in our
way. After all, we know with relative certainty that when the
time comes, our future pooch is waiting.
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